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Are Developmental Trajectories of Cortical Folding
Comparable Between Cross-sectional Datasets
of Fetuses and Preterm Newborns?
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Abstract
Magnetic resonance imaging has proved to be suitable and efﬁcient for in vivo investigation of the early process of brain
gyriﬁcation in fetuses and preterm newborns but the question remains as to whether cortical-related measurements derived
from both cases are comparable or not. Indeed, the developmental folding trajectories drawn up from both populations have not
been compared so far, neither from cross-sectional nor from longitudinal datasets. The present study aimed to compare
features of cortical folding between healthy fetuses and early imaged preterm newborns on a cross-sectional basis, over a
developmental period critical for the folding process (21–36 weeks of gestational age [GA]). A particular attention was carried out
to reduce the methodological biases between the 2 populations. To provide an accurate group comparison, several global
parameters characterizing the cortical morphometry were derived. In both groups, those metrics provided good proxies for the
dramatic brain growth and cortical folding over this developmental period. Except for the cortical volume and the rate of sulci
appearance, they depicted different trajectories in both groups suggesting that the transition from into ex utero has a visible
impact on cortical morphology that is at least dependent on the GA at birth in preterm newborns.
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Introduction

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Fetuses
Subjects were retrospectively selected from the fetal clinical
database acquired in the department of neuroradiology in La
Timone hospital (Marseille, France) between 1 January and 31 December 2011. The local ethical committee approved the protocol
and all mothers gave informed consent for the study. Fetal brain
MRI was performed either when anomaly was suspected at ultrasounds, requiring further clariﬁcation for management, or systematically in patients with personal–familial history with a
risk for fetal brain damage after 28 weeks GA even when ultrasounds scan appeared normal (Girard and Chaumoitre 2012).
Images of abnormal fetal brains that composed most of the database were excluded from this study according to radiological criteria (all assessments performed by N.G.). Furthermore, fetuses
were included if at least 3 artifact-free volumes in different orientations (axial, coronal, sagittal) had been acquired and if no disease was reported in the regular clinical follow-up. Fourteen
fetuses were ﬁnally selected. GA at time of MRI acquisition varied
from 21 to 34 weeks (mean age: 29.6 ± 3.5 weeks).
Preterm Newborns
Subjects were 27 preterm newborns, most of them included in
the preterm “normal” group of previous studies (Dubois, Benders,
Borradori-Tolsa et al. 2008; Dubois, Benders, Cachia et al. 2008;
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Cortical folding is a major process of human brain development
that mostly occurs during fetal life. The development of primary
sulci is observed from around 14 weeks of gestational age (GA),
secondary sulci from 32 weeks GA and tertiary sulci from 39
weeks GA (Chi et al. 1977). Several postmortem studies have
been conducted to bring some insights into the understanding
of gyral and sulcal formation (Chi et al. 1977; Zhang et al. 2010,
2011; Zhan et al. 2013) but the whole cortical folding process remains largely unknown. Explaining interindividual variability is
a challenge for models and theories (Regis et al. 2005; Lefevre and
Mangin 2010; Toro 2012; Bayly et al. 2014; Tallinen et al. 2014).
There is a growing need for group studies at early developmental
stages taking into account individual structural variability to
infer subtle abnormalities due to neurodevelopmental disorders
(Dubois, Benders, Borradori-Tolsa et al. 2008; Clouchoux et al.
2013). In vivo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) makes it now
possible and further enables to collect longitudinal data of particular interest when studying such a dynamic process. MRI has
proved to be suitable and efﬁcient for in vivo investigation of the
early brain development in fetuses and preterm newborns as it is
harmless and already offers a good tissue contrast and image
resolution (Garel et al. 2001; Huppi 2011; Girard et al. 2012).
Therefore, early cortical folding studies may rely on 2 different
types of MRI data, from in utero fetuses and ex utero preterm
newborns. While fetuses seem the most obvious subjects, the
processing steps from image acquisition to cortical gyriﬁcation
assessment are not straightforward. First, MRI studies of the typically developing brain in healthy fetuses raise ethical issues
since, in most countries, MRI cannot be performed on pregnant
women for research purpose only (Hand et al. 2006), leading to
the inclusion of clinical and potentially impaired populations.
Then, fetal MRI has long been hampered by a poor image quality
notably due to motion of the fetus in utero and respiration of the
mother (Huppi 2011). Recent technical developments have
emerged to bypass these technical difﬁculties, using postprocessing methods to reconstruct high-resolution motion-corrected
volumes from 2D fast MR sequences (Rousseau et al. 2006; Kim
et al. 2010) and opening up the way to high-resolution studies
of cortical folding (Habas, Kim, Corbett-Detig et al. 2010; Habas,
Kim, Rousseau et al. 2010; Rajagopalan et al. 2011, 2012;
Clouchoux et al. 2012; Habas et al. 2012; Wright et al. 2014).
Because of less challenging motion issues, quantitative studies
of cortical folding were performed earlier in preterm newborns
with neonatal MRI protocols bringing innovative data for the
quantiﬁcation of early sulcation and suggesting its interest as a
marker of development (Dubois, Benders, Borradori-Tolsa et al.
2008; Dubois, Benders, Cachia et al. 2008; Rodriguez-Carranza
et al. 2008; Weisenfeld and Warﬁeld 2009; Dubois et al. 2010;
Ball et al. 2012; Gousias et al. 2012).
However, an inescapable but still unresolved question
remains the comparability of cortical-related measurements
derived from fetus and preterm data. Indeed, for both biological
and methodological reasons, these measurements may be different, even if an inborn developmental impairment or a neurological complication associated with prematurity is excluded.
So far, the developmental folding trajectories (i.e., the timerelated sequence of folds development) drawn up from both

populations have not been strictly compared, neither from
cross-sectional nor longitudinal datasets even if one can mention a ﬁrst attempt in (Clouchoux et al. 2012). Would there be a
discontinuity in the gyriﬁcation process between in utero and
ex utero environments? Eventually, would it be valuable to consider as typical the folding trajectory drawn up from preterm
newborns with no cerebral lesions? Those questions have been
partially addressed in the study by Kapellou et al. who described
that the degree of prematurity modulates scaling relationships
between cortical surface area and volume in a semilongitudinal
dataset (Kapellou et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the respective inﬂuence of preterm birth per se and extrauterine growth could not be
disentangled so far because comparisons with healthy fetuses of
equivalent ages were lacking.
The aim of the retrospective study described in this paper was
to compare features of cortical folding between healthy fetuses
and preterm newborns on a cross-sectional basis, over a developmental period critical for the folding process (21–36 weeks of GA).
Preterm newborns were imaged shortly after birth so that longterm effects of prematurity were expected to be low. A particular
attention has been carried out to reduce the methodological difference between segmentation procedures that could skew the
comparison between in utero and ex utero status. To provide
an accurate group comparison, several parameters characterizing the cortical morphometry were derived, such as brain volume, cortical surface area, Gyriﬁcation Index (GI), curvedness,
and shape indices. Their dependence as a function of GA, brain
volume, and groups were systematically assessed and discussed
in terms of developmental trajectory.

Cortical Folding in Fetuses versus Preterm Newborns

Dubois et al. 2010). Preterm data were acquired at Geneva University Hospitals, under a protocol approved by the local ethical
committee. GA at birth varied from 25.6 to 35.6 weeks (mean
age: 30.2 ± 2.5 weeks), and GA at time of MRI acquisition varied
from 26.7 to 35.7 weeks (mean age: 31.4 ± 2.4 weeks). The MRI
examination was performed as soon as possible after birth
(delay between 0.1 and 3 weeks, mean: 1.2 ± 0.7, delay < 1 week
for 13 newborns, delay < 2 weeks for 11 newborns). All newborns
had a normal intrauterine growth (no growth restriction), were
from a single pregnancy (no twin newborns), and showed normal
brain appearance on MRI images obtained at birth and at term
equivalent age.
Gestational Age Assessment
In both populations, GA was assessed from ﬁrst trimester obstetric ultrasonography, which is available as a systematic public
health policy in both France and Switzerland. GA was nonetheless conventionally expressed in week from the ﬁrst day of the
last menstrual periods.

Fetuses
In utero acquisitions were performed on a 1.5-T MRI system
(Symphony TIM, Siemens; Erlangen, Germany). Mothers were sedated with Rohypnol® (ﬂunitrazépam) to reduce motion artifacts.
To reconstruct and segment fetal data, we only used T2-weighted
images acquired on axial, coronal, and sagittal planes with a half
Fourier acquisition single shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) sequence
with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 1680 ms,
echo time (TE) = 135 ms, ﬂip angle = 180°, number of averaging = 1,
slice thickness = 3 mm, ﬁeld of view (FOV) = 380 × 380 cm,
Matrix = 358 × 512, corresponding to a raw spatial resolution of
0.742 × 0.742 × 3 mm3.
Preterm Newborns
No sedation was used and the newborns were spontaneously
asleep. Special “mini-muffs” were applied on their ears to minimize noise exposure. The study was conducted on 2 1.5-T MRI systems (N = 15 for Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands;
N = 12 for Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany, see
Dubois et al. (2010)). Coronal slices covering the whole brain
were imaged by a T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence with the
following parameters: 80 slices; no parallel imaging; echo train
length (ETL) = 16, for Eclipse TE/TR = 156/4040 ms, for Intera/
Achieva TE/TR = 150/4000 ms, FOV = 18 × 18 cm2, matrix = 256 ×
256 corresponding to a spatial resolution of 0.7 × 0.7 × 1.5 mm3
(Philips), and 84 slices; parallel imaging GRAPPA factor 2; ETL/
Turbo factor = 15, TE/TR = 151/5700 ms, FOV = 20 × 20 cm2, matrix
= 256 × 256 corresponding to a spatial resolution of 0.8 × 0.8 × 1.2
mm3 (Siemens).

Image Processing
Image Reconstruction for Fetuses
To obtain high-resolution isotropic images from low-resolution
images acquired in different planes, we used the reconstruction
technique described by Rousseau et al. (2006, 2013). This retrospective method is based on a registration reﬁned compounding
of multiple sets of orthogonal fast 2D MRI slices to address the
key problem of fetal motion. We chose the best combination of
low-resolution images based on visual quality control to exclude
volumes with apparent artifacts, considering at least 3 volumes
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in 3 different orientations. Final resolution of the high-resolution
reconstructed volume was 0.75 × 0.75 × 0.75 mm3.
Cortical Surface Segmentation
For all fetuses and preterm newborns, the interface between the
developing cortex and the future white matter zone, also called
inner cortical surface, was segmented and reconstructed in 3D
for both hemispheres independently following image postprocessing tools (Mangin et al. 2004) previously adapted to the premature newborns (Dubois, Benders, Borradori-Tolsa et al. 2008;
Dubois, Benders, Cachia et al. 2008). A similar processing pipeline
was used for both groups. In fetuses, input volume was the highresolution reconstructed volume, while for preterm newborns
the original MR images were analyzed. Ventricles were further
eliminated and not considered in the following analyses. A
smooth triangle-based mesh of the surface detected between
the developing cortex and white matter zone was computed.
The surface mean curvature was estimated from the mesh local
geometry with positive curvatures corresponding to the gyri top,
and negative curvatures to the folds bottom. Cortical meshes
were checked and manual corrections were performed locally
to better delineate the cortex in regions with weak tissue
contrast. The procedure was elaborated by a consensus strategy
between 2 operators (I.D.M.S. and J.D.) for fetuses and preterm
newborns during a training session on 3 different subjects.
Since the mean absolute coefﬁcients of variation among operators for the training subjects were very low (0.26% for the total
cortical surface S, 0.21% for the total inner volume V), possible
variations among groups were not expected to depend on the
operator expertise.
Medial Face Segmentation
In all fetuses, the segmentation of the medial face was not reliable
enough due to poor tissue contrast. This problem was also
encountered in most preterm newborns but to a lesser extent
(Dubois, Benders, Cachia et al. 2008). To provide comparable sets
of cortical surface for both fetuses and preterm newborns, the
same operator (J.D.) delineated a curve separating medial and lateral faces (including ventral and vertex faces) using Surfpaint Toolbox (Le Troter et al. 2012) in Anatomist (http://brainvisa.info/). To
compute a volume corresponding to the lateral surface, we deﬁned
a mesh where medial surface was completely ﬂattened by using
extensive smoothing. More precisely, the heat equation with
ﬁxed boundary conditions was applied for each of the 3 coordinates of points that corresponded to the medial surface, and the
partial differential equation was solved thanks to ﬁnite element
method (Allaire 2005).
Morphometric Analysis
To characterize cortical development in the 2 groups, we computed different global indices over each hemisphere:
1. The original volume (V) was deﬁned as the volume inside the
mesh of the inner cortical surface, computed from discrete
Green–Ostrogradski formula (Lefèvre et al. 2013).
2. The truncated volume (Vtr) was the volume inside the mesh
with ﬂattened medial surface. This volume was used as a
measure of brain size, as justiﬁed at the beginning of the Results section, and will be referred as “volume” in the following.
3. The lateral surface area (Slat) was obtained by summing all
elementary triangle areas of the mesh excluding the medial
surface and corresponding to the truncated volume.
4. A global GI was derived from a local GI (Toro et al. 2008) which
was deﬁned at each point of the cortical mesh, as the ratio
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Histograms of curvedness and shape index on a cortical mesh
have characteristic shapes (see Fig. 2). We modeled curvedness
distribution by a gamma distribution of parameters a and b:
1
f ðx; a; bÞ ¼
xa1 expðx=bÞ;
ΓðaÞba
where Γ is the Gamma function.
Since a and b are not intuitive to understand at a ﬁrst glance,
we further considered, as a global measure of the folding intensity, the peak of the gamma distribution c = (a − 1)b.
Shape index distribution was modeled by a mixture of
2 beta distributions whose general form on interval [0,1] is
gðx; α; βÞ ¼

Γðα þ βÞ α1
x ð1  xÞβ1 of parameters α and β
ΓðαÞΓðβÞ

Since the shape index is bounded between −1 and +1, beta distribution was well adapted, which is not the case for a Gaussian
or a Gamma distribution. Moreover, the location of its peak is
given by
s¼

α1
αþβ1

For the shape index distribution, we introduced 3 parameters of
interest which are easily interpreted in terms of cortical geometry: the peaks s1 and s2, which represented the shape modes of
sulci and gyri, respectively, and the proportion p of its ﬁrst beta
components which represented the proportion of sulci.
The parameters of interest and their physical interpretation
are summarized in Table 1.
In a population of 3D objects, the relationship between any
geometrical parameters (e.g., length, area, shape) and size
(often identiﬁed as volume) is well modeled by a power law
with exponent “a.” Under the theoretical hypothesis that shape
and proportion do not change with size, the value of the “a” exponent is often known, for instance it is 2/3 for surface area. Table 1
shows theoretical scaling under this null hypothesis for each parameter of the study. If real “a” is different from the theoretical one
then the scaling is “allometric,” meaning that shape changes
with size. Allometry may be dynamic (or developmental) if size
is mainly related to age as in our study, or static if size variation
is due to age-independent size polymorphism (Cheverud 1982).

Statistical Analysis
For all parameters of interest, analyses of covariance (ANCOVA)
were used to quantify the interaction of group factor (fetuses
vs. preterm newborns) and independent variables such as GA
or volume on dependent variables (volume, surface, GI, and the
4 parameters derived from curvedness and shape index). Volume
was taken in logarithmic scale to test expected allometric relationships that are best ﬁtted by the power law model y = bVtra
(equivalent to the linear model log(y) = alog(Vtr) + log b) where y
is a dependent variable, and a and b unknown (Im et al. 2008;
Germanaud et al. 2012). Parameter “a” is called scaling exponent
referring to the power law model (or slope referring to the linear
model in logarithmic scale). All the tested variables are supposed
to have different theoretical scaling laws with brain size (see

Figure 1. Left: Schematic representation of Curvedness and Shape Index. As for the latter parameter, values −1 and −0.5 describe, respectively, a sulcal pit and an
archetypal sulcus, while values 1 and 0.5 represent, respectively, a local bump and an archetypal gyrus. Right: Shape Index for 2 different preterm brains (26.7 GA and
35.7 GA). The colormap is the same in both cases.
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between the area of the cortical surface included in a ball of
radius R and the area if the cortex was ﬂat (i.e., πR 2). Here,
we implemented 2 corrections related to the application of
the local index to the developing brain. First, at each point
for which the ball included parts of medial surface, we only
considered the area of external cortical surface and corrected
the expected area πR 2 by removing the portion of disk corresponding to medial surface. Second, to tackle brain size
growth issue, we adapted the radius R of the ball so that 10R
equals the length of the brain in the rostro-caudal direction
(R ranges from 6.6 to 9.5 mm for preterm newborns, 5.1 to
9.7 mm for fetuses). This choice was motivated by considerations on the average order of magnitude of gyral width in
order to remove the effect of growth on the morphological
geometry of the brains. Finally, the global GI was obtained
by integrating values of local GI on the lateral surface.
5. We further derived 4 global quantities from surrogates of local
principal curvatures known as curvedness and shape index
which provide complementary information on the cortical
folding geometry (Awate et al. 2008). At each point of the
cortical mesh, curvedness represents the power of folding
( positive value) while shape index is a scale-invariant value
canonically normalized between −1 and +1 that describes
the local aspect of the surface (see Fig. 1). Sulci and gyri correspond to a value below −0.5 and above 0.5, respectively.

Cortical Folding in Fetuses versus Preterm Newborns
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for the same subjects. Red curves indicate the ﬁt by a gamma distribution and a mixture of 2 beta distributions, respectively. Green lines represent the distributions’
modes. Note that the increase in value p from the ﬁrst to second line (smallest to biggest brain) mainly corresponds to a rise of the ﬁrst peak in the Shape Index distribution.

Table 1 Parameters of interest, their deﬁnitions, physical interpretation, and how they theoretically scale when all axis are scaled by a factor λ
(artiﬁcial zoom)
Indices

Deﬁnition

Scaling
by λ

atha

Physical interpretation

Vtr

Volume of the mesh with ﬂattened medial
surface
Area of the lateral surface
Integrated Gyriﬁcation Index

λ3

1

Brain size

λ2
1b

2/3
0b

λ −1
1

−1/3
0

1

0

1

0

Cortical surface extension
Global folding intensity = rate of sulci-buried cortical
surface
Global folding sharpness (>0)
Dominant sulci aspect (between −1 and 0, −0.5 being
archetypal)
Dominant gyri aspect (between 0 and 1, 0.5 being
archetypal)
Relative importance of sulci in the cortical folding
geometry

Slat
GI
c
s1
s2
p

Mode of the curvedness distribution
Mode of ﬁrst beta distribution related to
shape index
Mode of second beta distribution related to
shape index
Proportion of ﬁrst beta distribution

a

Theoretical scaling exponent in a power law scaling model.
Scale invariance.

b

Table 1), any signiﬁcant difference between theoretical scaling
exponent and observed one reveals an allometric scaling. Normality of variables was tested with Shapiro and Wilk’s test and
homoscedasticity with Bartlett’s test.
Statistical analyses were performed using R software
(http://www.r-project.org/). We tested the robustness of our analysis by examining the inﬂuence of outliers (see Supplementary
Analysis).
For the 5 newly introduced parameters (GI, c, p, s1, s2), we also
computed values on the ICBM152 adult database to provide

elements of comparison between the developing and mature
stage (see Supplementary Materials).

Results
Qualitative Comparison of Brain Volumes and Cortical
Surfaces Among Fetuses and Preterm Newborns
Image reconstructions with high-resolution were successful for
all 14 fetuses (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for several examples).
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Figure 2. First column: histograms of curvedness for the smallest preterm brain and the biggest one (26.7 and 35.7 GA cd Fig. 1). Second column: histograms of Shape Index
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Figure 3 displays a ﬁrst visual comparison of fetus and preterm brains at equivalent ages. All the 2D slices and reconstructed meshes are proposed in Supplementary Figures 1
and 2 to provide an exhaustive examination of the dataset.
Three salient qualitative differences were observed on 2D coronal slices:
1. Cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) took a greater relative place in
fetuses than in preterms, suggesting that the proportion of
CSF relatively to intracranial volume is greater in fetuses
than preterms. This observation was true for both pericerebral spaces and ventricles in all the studied subjects.
2. Folds looked less pronounced with more opened sulci in
fetuses than in preterms, so that fetal brains looked somewhat
less folded than preterm brains at equivalent ages. This observation was conﬁrmed on reconstructed cortical surface.
3. Global shape of preterm brains looked more compact or
stocky than fetal brains.

Quantitative Comparison
All statistical results that are detailed below are summed up in
Table 2, showing the results of the ANCOVA models for the parameters of interest according to covariables and cofactors (group
belonging: fetus or preterm). Each line corresponds to a speciﬁc
model. The ﬁt quality is expressed for each analysis in terms of
percentage of variance explained by the linear model (R2).

The inﬂuence of the speciﬁed covariables and cofactors is highlighted by the F and P values (F/P). There were no signiﬁcant inﬂuences of outliers as shown in Supplementary Analysis.
Analyses of Volume and Lateral Cortical Surface Area
In the following analyses, we considered the truncated volume
Vtr and the lateral cortical surface area Slat as parameters of interest, because we suspected low-quality segmentations of the
medial surfaces in fetuses to interfere with quantitative analysis
(for equivalent truncated volumes Vtr, fetuses had systematically
bigger original volumes than preterm newborns: effect of group
on the intercept: F = 75.2, P < 0.001; and on slope: F = 4.9, P = 0.034;
Fig. 4a). ANCOVA ﬁrst revealed a signiﬁcant effect of GA on the
volume but no difference between groups for slopes and
intercept (Fig. 4b), suggesting that volumetric growth was not
impaired in the early imaged preterm newborns.
In contrast, taking into account the effects of age or volume,
the lateral cortical surface area signiﬁcantly differed between
groups (Fig. 4c,d). As for the scaling exponent between surface
area and volume, it showed allometric scaling in both cases
(superior to the ⅔ theoretical scaling ratio between surface and
volume). This allometric scaling was much higher for preterm
newborns (1.23, 95% conﬁdence interval [1.08–1.37]) than for
fetuses (0.81, 95% conﬁdence interval [0.74–0.88]), suggesting a
higher cortical surface extension in the preterm group. This difference was still present even when the 2 groups were limited
to common ages (subjects 26 weeks GA < age < 33.1 weeks GA,
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Figure 3. Fetal and preterm 2D images and reconstructed cortical meshes with the curvature coded in color at different gestational ages. Sulci are in red while gyri are
in yellow.
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Table 2 Details of the statistical analyses: results of the ANCOVA models for the parameters of interest according to covariables and cofactors
(group belonging: fetus or preterm)
Explained variable

R2

Covariables
GA

Vtr
Slat
log(Slat)
GI
log(GI)
ca
s1
s2
p

0.79
0.86
0.96
0.91
0.82
0.92
0.71
0.70
0.69

Interaction

0.1/0.71
10.9/.002
42.3/<0.001
89.4/<0.001
60.6/<0.001
68.7/<0.001
21.6/<0.001
0.9/0.35
6.8/.013

0.2/0.68
15.1/<0.001
27.5/<0.001
46.1/<0.001
22.6/<0.001
4.6/<0.039
7.4/.01
7.0/.01
0.0/0.92

log(Vtr)

145.2/<0.001
228.2/<0.001
822.1/<0.001
255.2/<0.001
101.0/<0.001
356.5/<0.001
71.2/<0.001
87.8/<0.001
85.0/<0.001

Group

Each line corresponds to a speciﬁc model. The ﬁt quality is expressed for each analysis in terms of percentage of variance explained by the linear model (R 2). The inﬂuence
of the speciﬁed covariables and cofactors is highlighted by the F and P values (F/P).
a
Statistical analyses for the peak of curvedness distribution (c) have been performed by removing the 2 youngest fetuses (21 and 25 weeks GA), because they were outliers
in a linear model (see Fig. 5a).
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Figure 4. From left to right, from top to bottom: (a) Original volume as a function of truncated volume. Note that a statistical difference is present even if the lines seem very
close. (b) Truncated volume as a function of gestational age. (c) Lateral cortical surface area as a function of age. (d) Lateral surface area as a function of truncated volume
(allometric model/original scale). (e) Gyriﬁcation Index as a function of gestational age. (f ) Gyriﬁcation Index as a function of truncated volume (allometric model/original
scale). Blue points correspond to preterms and red points to fetuses.

11 fetuses vs. 19 preterm newborns). Note that the surface area
depended more on the volume (in logarithmic scale: R 2 = 0.96)
than on GA (R 2 = 0.86).

or volume (Fig. 4e,f ). The scaling exponent with respect to volume
was higher for preterm newborns (0.41 [0.29–0.52]) than for
fetuses (0.11 [0.06–0.17]).

Analyses of Gyriﬁcation Index
Consistently with differences in surface area, preterm newborns
showed higher global GI than fetuses after regressing out for GA

Analyses of Other Folding Characteristics
First, we estimated the quality of ﬁts for curvedness and shape
index distributions by computing the relative errors between

8
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and 25 weeks GA). (b) Proportion of sulci ( p of the beta distribution). (c) First mode of shape index distribution (s1: sulci). (d) Second mode of shape index (s2: gyri).

the estimated distributions and the empirical ones. For the curvedness, mean error was 1.22% (from 0.5 to 4.7%) for preterms and
4% (1.7–7.8%) for fetuses. For the shape index, mean error was
1.0% (0.7–1.4%) and 3.2% (2–4.5%), respectively. Those errors
were considered satisfying to use the model in the rest of the
analyses.
We further observed a systematic effect of age on the 4 global
values derived from curvedness and shape index (Fig. 5). As for
curvedness, the peak of gamma distribution signiﬁcantly increased with age for both groups (Fig 5a), coherently with the
fact that cortical surfaces become more deeply folded with age.
Preterm newborns showed a larger increase than fetuses
conﬁrming the previous results on surface area and GI. The 2
youngest fetuses were removed from this speciﬁc analysis on
curvedness because they were clearly outliers and would not be
relevantly ﬁtted by a linear or strictly monotonic model. Therefore, the red regression line in Figure 5a did not take into account
those 2 subjects and would have been more ﬂat if the subjects
had been included in the regression.
As for shape index, the proportion of sulci as obtained in the
mixture of beta distributions showed also a signiﬁcant increase
with respect to age for both groups (Fig. 5b), which was coherent
with the sulci appearance over this developmental period. We
observed no interaction between age and groups (same slope
for the 2 regression lines) even if the difference in intercept was
slightly signiﬁcant. Nevertheless, this difference disappeared
with the removal of 2 outliers in the fetal group (see Fig. 5b age
29 weeks, 32weeks, F(group) = 2.1, n.s., F (interaction) = 0.23, n.s.).
The absence of interaction between age and group suggests
that the fetal and preterm brains showed the same proportion

of sulci according to gyri and a possible similar timeline for
cortical folding pattern. Besides the proportion tended toward
the empirical adult asymptote that was computed on ICBM152
database (0.50 ± 0.01, see Supplementary Fig. 6).
The 2 modes in shape index distribution showed a signiﬁcant
evolution with age. The decrease of negative peak (s1: Fig. 5c)
highlighted the sulci formation from a state close to saddle (s1
about 0) to a state close to archetypal sulci (s1 = −0.5) and almost
equal to the empirical value in adults (−0.63 ± 0.01, see Supplementary Fig. 6), while the decrease of positive peak (s2: Fig. 5d)
demonstrated the gyri evolution from local bumps (s2 = 1) to
archetypal gyri (s2 = 0.5 and 0.6 ± 0.01 for adults, see Supplementary Fig. 6). For the 2 modes we noted an interaction between age
and groups suggesting different shape aspects of the cortical
surface depending on prematurity.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this work is the ﬁrst systematic comparison
between cortical folding assessment from cross-sectional data
in fetuses and in preterm newborns imaged shortly after birth,
between 21 and 36 weeks GA, using the same image postprocessing tools. In both fetus and preterm newborn groups, we described the major effect of GA on gyriﬁcation, which is related
to the dramatic brain growth and cortical folding over this developmental period. We also supported that group belonging does
not affect the rate of sulci development. However, for all the
other folding parameters, we found an effect of the group and
an interaction between group and age, suggesting that preterm
birth increases the intensity and sharpness of gyriﬁcation in
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Figure 5. From left to right, from top to bottom: (a) Mode of curvedness distribution c. Regression line for fetuses has been computed by removing the 2 youngest fetuses (21
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newborns, modiﬁes the shape of gyri and sulci, but that this
effect is different depending on GA. Therefore, we showed that
cortical folding assessment from cross-sectional data is partly
affected by ex utero preterm imaging.

A Major Effect of GA or Size in Both Groups
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A Rate of Sulci Development Similar in Both Groups
The absence of group interaction on the proportion p of negative
shape index values (i.e., proportion of sulci) was consistent with
the fact that sulci and gyri of fetuses and preterm newborns are
probably present at the same moment but not with the same
amplitude and shape, conﬁrming partially observations done in
(Clouchoux et al. 2012). The developmental trajectories of this
sulci proportion were very close and strictly parallel between
the fetus and preterm newborn datasets. There might be a slight
difference that reﬂects the sharpness of gyri in the fetus, consistent with the radiological observation in Figure 3, but the difference was constant, meaning not affected by the age at imaging.
It would be interesting to conﬁrm this hypothesis by studying
the timing of appearance of the folds in speciﬁc regions (e.g.,
with methods such as Habas et al. (2012) or Wright et al. (2014)),
by using surface based analysis of local folding indices (Auzias
et al. 2015) or by applying recent tools of spectral analysis of
gyration (Germanaud et al. 2012) among the 2 groups.

An Age-Dependent Effect of Group on Cortical Geometry
Related to Preterm Birth
If the size growth showed very similar values and trajectories between the fetus and preterm datasets, there were notable differences between the 2 situations for all the parameters describing
cortical extension or folding intensity, except sulci proportion. At
the same GA, the overall observation was in line with an increased cortical extension and folding intensity in preterm newborns. Indeed, for a given age or volume, fetuses were less folded
than preterm newborns whatever the measure was (surface area
extension, GI, or curvedness). While they were consistent with
our radiological observations in Figure 3, these results seemed
to be in contradiction with the only previous work comparing
cortical folding between fetuses and preterm newborns
(Clouchoux et al. 2012). Indeed, Clouchoux et al. found cortical
plate area to be greater for fetuses than for preterm newborns
at any given developmental age by comparing their fetus data
to the preterm ones published by Dubois, Benders, Cachia et al.
(2008). However, their comparison suffered from the difference
in postprocessing procedures between the 2 datasets and, as
they pointed out, from serious difference in GA computation.
On the contrary, in our study, we have tried to minimize and controlled the risk of bias resulting from difference in methodology
between the 2 groups: 1) data were postprocessed with the
same pipeline and with good interoperator reliability between
fetal and preterm groups, 2) medial cortical surface was excluded
because of its lower quality of segmentation in fetuses, 3) there
was no bias in age deﬁnition between our 2 groups.
In terms of dynamic scaling along the developmental time
window, we found an overall allometric relationship between
cortical surface area and brain volume in preterms very comparable with the one found in (Kapellou et al. 2006). More speciﬁcally,
Kapellou et al. found a scaling exponent of 1.29 [1.25–1.33] over
the whole range of “age at imaging” that clearly overlaps the
1.23 [1.08–1.37] exponent that we found in our “early imaged” preterm group. Otherwise, the scaling exponent we found for fetuses
was much smaller, around 0.81 [0.74–0.88] which was more comparable with what is observed in the adult population for the static allometry related to brain size polymorphism (Toro et al. 2008).
One of the skewing differences between the 2 groups was that
fetuses were a “homogenous” group, while preterms were not
because the causes of preterm birth and its consequences on
the geometry of the cortical surface may be different across
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The cortical surface, GI, and mode of curvedness showed very
similar developmental increase in agreement with the fact that
global folding intensity and sharpness both reﬂect the dynamic
of cortical surface extension through cortical burring into folds
(Garel et al. 2001; Dubois, Benders, Cachia et al. 2008; Girard and
Chaumoitre 2012). The 3 other shape measures derived from curvatures were less easy to put into perspective since, to our knowledge, they have never been proposed before in the developing
brain. In Batchelor et al. (2002) and in Wright et al. (2014), the
authors considered also intrinsic Gaussian curvature as a measure of the total folding in elliptical regions (sulci and gyri) but they
had no measures to disentangle what occurs in sulci and gyri,
respectively. In this perspective, our results showed that the proportion ( p) of regions with negative curvature increased with age,
and tended toward the mean adult value, which was the expected quantitative correlates to sulci emergence during early
development. The 2 other measures computed (s1 and s2) tended
to converge to values that are representative, at adult age, of the
local shape of sulci and gyri, respectively. More precisely, when
the brain is smooth before 25 weeks, regions with negative curvatures are very limited ( p small) except for the insula whose shape
contributes to predominance of saddle-like points (s1 close to 0),
regions with positive curvatures are mostly isotropic (s2 not far
from 1). During the cortical folding process, sulci become more
abundant ( p increases, s1 decreases), positive curvature regions
exhibit more anisotropic pattern (s2 decreases) that correspond
to gyri crests. This view on gyriﬁcation and sulcation process remains rather schematic since we considered here modal values
of local shape indices. Yet, charts for such folding parameters
may provide more accurate tools for the detection of nontypically
developing fetuses.
Brain sizes measured by brain volume along time were
comparable between our 2 groups, with 80% of size variance
explained by GA, which allowed us using both parameters as predictive variable in the same way. We compared several global
variables accounting for cortical complexity in relation with GA
and brain volume. Age was not always the best predictor in
terms of explained variance (R 2), particularly in the case of lateral
surface area. Apart from inaccuracy in GA assessment, this suggests that size may be a stronger biological determinant of some
aspect of cortical geometry than GA. But the choice of a linear
model with respect to GA has very limited biological explanations contrary to a power law model with respect to brain size.
In their recent work, Wright et al. (2014) showed a good ﬁt of
adapted curvedness by a Gompertz growth model applied to
GA. One advantage of this model is to take into account youngest
fetuses whereas two of them were considered as outliers in our
linear model. However, we did not consider a Gompertz model
in our analysis because of the technical difﬁculty to include it
in an ANCOVA framework that could assess differences between
groups of subjects. Our results were yet compatible with those by
Wright et al. in terms of order of magnitude for adapted curvedness (see Supplementary Fig. 4). Furthermore, the strong dependence between cortical surface area and volume was in agreement
with the large literature on allometric relationships relying on
biological models of growth (Prothero and Sundsten 1984; Toro
et al. 2008).
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MRI scans reveal a good correlation between the compartments
(Kostovic et al. 2014). Therefore, it is a good indication that our
segmentation of the cortical plate and subplate is not biased or
affected by the GA.
The acquisition conditions between the 2 groups can also
make more difﬁcult the delineation of the cortical mantle on in
utero images as mentioned in the introduction of Clouchoux
et al. (2012). The position of the gray–white interface may not
be as faithful to the reality in both groups. It is also a recurrent
question when dealing with gray matter/white matter interface
segmentation, even in children T1-weighted imaging. But the
global and large scale conformation of the folds and the sylvian
ﬁssure that are more open on MR images for fetuses supports
the view of a weaker effect of acquisition than a true group effect.
Future studies with higher magnetic ﬁelds would probably reveal
more precision on the laminar organization of the fetal brain as
already demonstrated on postmortem images (Zhang et al. 2011).
Finally, the small size of the groups, mainly the fetus one, is
prone to sampling biases which make our study more sensitive
to margin of errors on GA or to the fact that one subject may
have been wrongly deemed typical in its development. Nevertheless, we have to recall that cohorts of fetal data are very difﬁcult to
obtain and have various sizes, 12 in (Clouchoux et al. 2012), 38 in
(Habas et al. 2012); (Rajagopalan et al. 2011); and 80 in (Wright
et al. 2014), in a tentative of exhaustive inventory. They correspond also to different age ranges. Moreover, the robustness of
our analysis was successfully obtained by examining the inﬂuence of outliers in shape index. Finally, the consistency of several
weakly correlated indices reﬂecting the intensity of the folding
supported a true difference between our 2 groups.

Limitations Due to Acquisition and Sampling Biases

A Different Cortical Conﬁguration Between Prenatal
and Postnatal Brains?

In the previous subsection An Age-Dependent Effect of Group, we
mentioned 3 risks of biases that we have tried to minimize in
order to obtain a more precise comparison between fetuses and
preterm newborns than in Clouchoux et al. (2012). Nevertheless,
we have to be explicit on the existing residual biases that cannot
be disentangled in our study.
The only systematic one is the difference in acquisitions (MRI
scanner coil, MRI sequence, 2D–3D processing). A direct comparison of preterm and fetal brains with a same sequence is constrained by technical and legal considerations, since HASTE
sequences have high “speciﬁc absorption rates” and cannot be
easily applied to preterm newborns. It is also difﬁcult to use another common sequence between the 2 groups without damaging the quality of images, and of course a common MRI coil
cannot be used neither.
The motion of fetuses or even preterm newborns is also a possible limitation. For fetal MRI, intraslice motion was minimized
by sedating mothers, by using a fast acquisition strategy
(HASTE sequence) and by reacquiring images until artifact-free
images could be obtained. Interslice motion was handled by
the registration-based approach as in Rousseau et al. (2006). For
preterm newborns, motion was precisely quantiﬁed and controlled, which results in exclusion of artifacted subjects.
Laminar compartments within the cerebral wall such as the
cortical plate, subplate, and intermediate zone encounter important changes during early brain development. In particular,
the subplate is known to decrease from 31 weeks GA (Kostovic
et al. 2002). Of note is that the changes in MRI lamination pattern
are mainly caused by changes in the subplate zone (Kostovic et al.
2002). Studies comparing postmortem histological sections and

Several previously published studies put forward a long-term developmental impairment on gyriﬁcation due to preterm birth
(Ajayi-Obe et al. 2000; Kapellou et al. 2006) that may be related
to differential brain maturations (Gimenez et al. 2008; Viola
et al. 2011). Besides, our results on early imaged newborns
strongly suggested that cortical folding in preterms is also
abruptly modiﬁed by the postnatal status with respect to prenatal
one in fetuses. By any means, these short-term and long-term effects seem very dependent on GA at birth and thus deﬁnitely
question the reliability of cross-sectional preterm imaging to assess typical trajectory of cortical folding development. The problem of approximating extrauterine growth parameters with
intrauterine ones, and the other way round, is not speciﬁc to
brain or cortical development and has been raised more generally
(Sauer 2007). In the context of high incidence of prematurity,
there is a medical need for biological markers for preterm babies
follow-up, and thus for reliable charts of cortical folding development that take into account the fact that neither prenatal fetal
charts nor heterogeneous postnatal preterm charts are fully suitable. Moreover, due to the remaining technical limitations and
difﬁculties of prenatal imaging, postnatal imaging studies in preterm babies are still very valuable, but should deal with such bias
to be relevant for the understanding of typical development.
What may account for this postnatal imaging variation in the
developmental trajectory of preterms? It is important to recall
that morphogenesis of gyriﬁcation remains widely unexplained
(Toro 2012; Bayly et al. 2014) and that several co-existing processes may contribute, solely or in concert, to the appearance
of sulci. The most popular mechanisms invoked are mechanical
tensions exerted by white matter ﬁbbers (Van Essen 1997) with
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extremely preterm newborns and more mature ones. The crosssectional ﬁt of the gyriﬁcation trajectory may then be valid in one
case (fetuses) because it reﬂects typical developmental continuum, and skewed by a differential birth effect in the other
case ( preterm newborns). The fact that Kapellou et al. found
the same scaling exponent in a mixed population (gathering
cross-sectional and longitudinal data) as the one that we measured in a purely cross-sectional population, suggests that this
bias is largely an immediate effect of preterm birth and not
only due to the secondary impact of extrauterine life on cortical
development. Interestingly, the authors argued convincingly for
an effect of GA at birth on further cortical folding. But since
authors had no references of what a normal growth in utero
should be during the same developmental time window, it was
difﬁcult to disentangle the cross-sectional bias related to preterm
birth supported by our results, from the true longitudinal impact
of preterm birth and ex utero growth on cortical development. In
that respect, the comparison between full-term born babies and
extremely preterm ones imaged at full-term corrected age also
seems to support such a long-lasting effect (Ajayi-Obe et al. 2000).
The effect of group and the interaction between group and GA
for the shape measures derived from curvatures were consistent
with the same framework of interpretation. The global folding
sharpness was superior in preterm newborns than in fetuses,
and this difference increased with GA. Meanwhile, the dominant
shape for sulci and gyri in fetuses was always closest to the “immature” shape described above, as if preterm birth had acted as
an abrupt accelerator of shape maturation. Interestingly, the
age-dependent effect of preterm birth on shape diminished with
GA, while it increased on folding intensity or sharpness, conﬁrming that these 2 aspects of folding geometry are not redundant.

Cortical Folding in Fetuses versus Preterm Newborns Lefèvre et al.

trajectory from postnatal preterm newborn datasets. To model
the gap between prenatal and postnatal conﬁguration, in utero
and ex utero longitudinal imaging of the same preterm and
full-term newborns are still needed. More quantitative assessment of intracranial volume, CSF volume and global shape of
the head should also be correlated to the modiﬁcation occurring
at birth. Along with longitudinal studies allowing individual
modeling underneath group modeling, such perinatal studies
may help disentangle the abrupt nondevelopmental effect of preterm birth from the more clinically relevant long-term effect.
To conclude, we have proposed in this work several metrics to
assess and compare the cortical folding trajectories at comparable ages in 2 cross-sectional datasets, one before birth in fetuses,
and the other after birth in preterm newborns of different GAs.
Except for the cortical volume and the rate of sulci appearance,
those metrics depicted different trajectories in each group suggesting that the transition from in utero to ex utero has a visible
impact on cortical morphology and that this impact is at least dependent on the GA in preterm newborns. Our conclusions sound
a note of caution on the way we approximate typical intrauterine
development with extrauterine assessments, as well as how we
reconstruct longitudinal trajectories from cross-sectional datasets. It also urges for further studies of the clinically relevant
but still little-known cortical development in preterm babies.
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Supplementary Figure 1
Visual comparison of the MRI for the 23 preterm newborns and 12 fetuses between 28 and 34
gestational age.

Supplementary Figure 2
Visual comparison of the cortical surfaces for the 23 preterm newborns and 12 fetuses
between 28 and 34 gestational age.

Supplementary Figure 3
Comparison of raw fetal images and
reconstructed images for 3 subjects at
various ages. It is clear on those three
examples that the reconstruction algorithm
did not introduce supplementary blurring.

Supplementary Figure 4
We show here a supplementary result that provides an alternative representation of the
curvedness measure to help the comparison with other studies such as Wright et al, 2014. In
this study the authors use a normalized measure for the curvedness index. Since this
curvedness has the dimension of the inverse of a distance, Wright et al propose to multiply it
by a length obtained by taking the cubic root of the white matter hull volume. The next figure
corresponds to the data on Fig 5a with the previous adaptation.

Figure 1. Adapted values for the peak of the curvedness depending on gestational age. The
black line and the dotted lines correspond respectively to the mean value and +/- standard
deviation (5.41+/-0.43) of the adapted curvedness for the ICBM database (see also SI Fig 6).
Four important remarks can be done:
- The order of magnitude for the fetus group ranges from 1.5 to 4, which is apparently twice
less than what Wright et al found on Fig 9. This difference could be explained by the fact that
they use a larger volume for the normalization and another method to compute principal

curvatures. Our measure is also obtained as a peak in a gamma distribution fitting the
curvedness while Wright et al simply use the mean of the curvedness.
- More interestingly the evolution of the adapted curvedness with GA follows a similar
dynamic as what we observe on Fig 9 of Wright et al. On the fetus group, there is a rapid
increase at around 25 weeks followed by a linear regime. On the preterm group we observe
also a linear regime between 26 and 34 weeks followed by a slowing down at around 35
weeks.
- This figure suggests that using non-linear models such as Gompertz or even sigmoid could
probably have a better fit to data. The price to pay is often the increase in the number of
parameters to estimate, a higher sensitivity in the regression and a lack of generalized
statistical methods.
- Last, the adapted mean curvature allows a better comparison between perinatal values and
adult values than without adaptation (see SI Fig 6, top left).

Supplementary Figure 5

Mean integrated gyrification index (black line) computed on the ICBM database with its
standard deviation (2.37±0.09).

Supplementary Figure 6

Top left: mean of the peak of the curvedness distribution (black line) computed on the ICBM
database with its standard deviation (0.108±0.005).
Top right, bottom left, bottom right: same legend for the proportion of sulci (0.50±0.01), the
modes of shape index (-0.63±0.01) and (0.60±0.01) respectively

Supplementary analysis 1: leverage effects
We tested the influence of possible outliers on ANCOVA analysis with the following
methodology:
- First we compute Cook's distance for each subject from the regression model (Cook and
Weisberg, 1982).
- We removed points whose Cook's distance exceed 4/n where n is the number of subjects in
the considered group (14 or 27 depending on the case) following Bollen and Jackman, 1990.
- We ran another ANCOVA analysis on this reduced dataset.
The methodology was applied for the exterior surface and gyrification index. We provide an
updated table of the results and regression plots, with results on the complete dataset

Explained

R

2

variable

Covariables
GA

Group

Interaction

log(Vtr)

Slat

0.86

228.2/<.001

10.9/.002

15.1/<.001

3, 3

0.91

343.6/<.001

20.2/<.001

10.7/.0.003

log(Slat)

0.96

822.1/<.001

42.3/<.001

27.5/<.001

4, 3

0.96

817.7/<.001

53.6/<.0.001

19.0/<.001

GI

0.91

255.2/<.001

89.4/<.001

46.1/<.001

3, 3

0.95

429.1/<.001

159.0/<.001

27.9/<.001

log(GI)

0.82

101.0/<.001

60.6/<.001

22.6/<.001

3, 4

0.88

129.5/<.001

107.7/<.001

12.2/.002

Supplementary Table 1 : Details of the statistical analyses: results of the ANCOVA models
for the parameters of interest. For each variable, the first line and the second line corresponds
to the results found for the entire and reduced dataset, respectivelu. We show also on the first
column the number of fetuses and preterm newborns (separated by a comma) excluded by
applying Cook's criterion.

Supplementary figure 7
Regression plots before and after the exclusion of outliers (solid and dotted lines
respectively). Outliers among fetuses and preterm newborns are represented by thick points
(red and blue, respectively). From top to bottom, left to right: Lateral surface vs G.A., Lateral
Surface vs Volume, Gyrification Index vs G.A. and Gyrification vs Volume.
Even if some subjects are systematic outliers, one can note that they do not perturbate the
ANCOVA analysis that are highly comparable.

Supplementary analysis 2: influence of extra-uterine time
We tested the influence of extra-uterine time on the morphometric parameters of figure 4 for
preterm newborns. For this, we divided the group in 13 newborns whom age for MRI
acquisition time was inferior to 1 week and 14 with an age superior to 1 week.
We displayed regression lines for the two groups of preterms (<1week: blue solid line,
>1week: blue dashed line) and the fetuses (red line). We observed qualitatively that our
previous results on Figure 4 and supplementary figure 7 were preserved.
We compared the influence of extra-uterine time on the different parameters by using
ANCOVA models with the two previous groups of preterms, without considering the fetuses.
For all the parameters (Original Volume, Volume, Surface vs GA, Surface vs Volume, GI vs
GA, GI vs GA), only independent quantitative variable (Volume, G.A., G.A, Volume, G.A.,
Volume) had a significant influence. There was no influence of the group variable and no
influence of the interaction term.
Those complementary analyses indicated that the extra-uterine time was not a major
determinant of the differences observed between fetuses and preterms.
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